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Descriptions
Type de diplôme : Licence générale
Domaine : Droit, Économie, Gestion
Nombre de crédits : 60

Informations
Droits d'inscription : 170 €
(formation initiale en 2019/2020)
http://formations.univ-amu.fr
Composante : Institut de Management Public et Gouvernance Territoriale

OBJECTIFS
The « Public Management » course of the Licence of Public Administration is a general management course allowing a continuation of studies in public or private management. Its aims are multiple : continuation of the Master's degree program at the University or Business School, preparation of competitions of the Administration requiring the License level.
License 3 provides management courses in continuity with License 2 in the fundamental disciplines of management : finance-accounting, human resource, marketing-communication. In addition, new disciplines applied to the public sector are provided (strategy, management control, information system) in addition to subjects offering a more global and sectorial vision of contemporary public management.

COMPÉTENCES VISÉES
Cognitive skills
- Search and analyze information in management
- Mobilize management functions to apply them to professional practices
- Analyze management situations to propose operational recommendations
- Use his knowledge to pass administrative competitions

Operational skills
- Write a structured academic dissertation
- Express yourself in a professional situation
- Write and express themselves in several languages with a managerial and sectorial vocabulary
- Mastering the ICT of the manager
- Write collectively

Social and relational skills
- Oral presentation in front of an audience and with ICT
- Work in a group and with collaborative ICTs
- Integrate into a professional structure

MODALITÉS D’INSCRIPTION
https://impgt.univ-amu.fr/inscriptions

RÉGIMES D’INSCRIPTION
- Formation initiale
- Formation continue

PRÉ-REQUIS OBLIGATOIRES
Access to this course is open to students holding the first four semesters of a License (or equivalent) in the area of administration-economy-management. Are accepted diplomas of level bac + 2 equivalents like the preparatory classes, BTS and DUT.

PRÉ-REQUIS RECOMMANDÉS
Knowledge of the public sphere in general and public management in particular.

MODALITÉS PÉDAGOGIQUES
Teachings are evaluated on a continuous monitoring basis for tutorials and terminal examinations for lectures.

FORMATION ET RECHERCHE
The student receives a theoretical and practical training articulating the general management activities present in the public sphere taking into account the contemporary issues of public performance. To do this, the theoretical lessons are backed up by group-led work that takes case studies of management as a learning material in a logic of
In addition to teaching, the student acquires a working method offering him the ability to carry out an information search for professional purposes that he will be able to exploit individually and / or collectively.

**LICENCE 3 INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM OF PUBLIC MANAGEMENT**

**SEMESTRE 5 INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM OF PUBLIC MANAGEMENT**
- General culture (3 cr)
- Human and social sciences applied to public action (9 cr)
  - Social psychology
  - Sociology of organizations
  - Ethics in public organizations
- Finance and public budgets (3 cr)
- Performance of public organizations (6 cr)
  - Strategy of public organizations
  - Evaluation management in public organizations
- Team management and leadership (3 cr)
- Methods of writing and speaking (3 cr)
- Management and public services : international comparison (3 cr)

**SEMESTRE 6 INTERNATIONAL**

**PROGRAM OF PUBLIC MANAGEMENT**
- Management of financial resources in public sector (4 cr)
  - Budgeting and debt management
  - Tutorials : budgeting and debt management
- Human resources management in public sector (4 cr)
  - Human resources management in public sector
  - Tutorials : human resources management
- Major problems of contemporary societies (3 cr)
- Public performance and management control (4 cr)
  - Public performance and management control
  - Tutorials : management control
- English for public management (3 cr)
- Information Technology (3 cr)
  - Teaching Unit Professionnalisation (9 cr)
  - Methodology of the dissertation
  - Internship dissertation and defense

**CONTACTS ORIENTATION**
Visit les sites :
- suio.univ-amu.fr/contact
- formations.univ-amu.fr